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THE BRECON BEACONS PARK SOCIETY

The Park Society is an independent organisation for anyone who cares about
and enjoys this very special landscape and environment. For more
information visit our website which contains  application forms for joining
the Society:   www.breconbeaconsparksociety.org
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EDITORIAL

Our 25th birthday in September, makes this a very
special year for the Society and as a founder
member I can look back with pleasure to think

how it has developed since the late Brian Powdrill (our
first Chairman) conceived the idea that it should be
formed.

Robert King’s article on the ‘First Ten Years of the
Society was published in an edition of The Beacon, marking that milestone. It
has been included in this issue to give a brief summary of the early days of
the Society, and to pay tribute to members like Brian Powdrill, Keith
Mascetti, Ian Smith, Keith and Diane Millican and John Sansom, to name
just a few, who did so much to help achieve our aims and objectives.

It is the spirit of volunteering that keeps the BBPS going; this is
demonstrated by Soo Turnbull in her article on this subject. It is good that
some members have come forward to fill vacant roles on the committee; but
we still need a Secretary and a Minutes Secretary, so please let our Chairman
know if you are interested.

The achievements of other volunteers in the Park were recognised at a
special awards ceremony in April; and the Nepalese Community Footpath
Group is just one example of  work carried out by enthusiastic and
dedicated people in the Park.

Ian Rowat has given an impressive summary of some of the work carried
out on footpath maintenance during the year. Walking is now a very
popular activity, as the recent car parking problems at Storey Arms have
demonstrated. Repairs to our over-trodden paths have become an expensive
but vital part of the work of the National Park Authority.

We are not only suffering from air pollution caused by too many cars, but
as Anne Marie’s article stresses, dumped plastic in our oceans, rivers and
countryside is  a terrible and lethal danger to our wildlife.  

Space does not allow me to thank all the contributers to this issue of The
Beacon  but as usual I make a plea for members to send me contributions
(particularly with relevant pictures) for publication in the next edition.

Hopefully I’ll see lots of you at the Anniversary Dinner to be held at the
Castle Hotel, Brecon on 16th September.

Have a good Summer

Chris Barber
Editor 
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A FEW WORDS FROM THE CHAIR

The Annual General Meeting
Our Annual General Meeting was held on the 24th of June
at Canolfan Cyfarthfa and was a very well organised,
successful and enjoyable day with around 50 members
attending.

Many thanks to Ceridwen Coulson for making this
happen and for all her other work as the Secretary of the
Society or the last several years.
I was elected as Chair for one more year and Martin Buckle was elected as
Vice Chair and “chair apparent”. I am happy to say that all other roles have
been filled with the exception of Secretary and Minutes Secretary. 
My thanks to all who have stepped forward to help our Society to continue
its success story. 

However if you are considering helping out on either of the vacant roles
(or in any other way) please just  get in touch with myself or any member of
our Executive Committee

Guided Walks Programme
Our Guided Walks programme continues apace with 4 new leaders joining
the team recently (but of course if you are interested in leading just contact
Anthea or Wally). Work is underway to use technology to streamline the
construction of the programme and make it less labour intensive.

The Park will soon be starting work revising the Rights of Way
Improvement Plan and the Society will be giving major input to this
exercise.

Events Programme
Roger White has stepped down as Events Secretary (many thanks for all
your work Roger) and is in the process of handing over to Janet Callear who
is taking over as our new Events Secretary (welcome Janet).

Publicity
I am happy to welcome Nic Groombridge to the role of Publicity Officer to
help us improve our external communications and raise our public profile.

Planning
The Circuit of Wales development has failed to get support from the Welsh
Government to underwrite potential failure to the tune of £210 Million. As
a result although the project is not quite dead yet it is definitely in a very
critical condition. 
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If only this project had been run in a more transparent and credible
manner and not located immediately adjacent to a National Park it may well
have been of considerable economic benefit to the area south of the Park, but
in reality I do not think the Government had any real choice.

The Powys Local Development Plan which has potential to triggering
projects with large visual impact on the Park is being heavily revised due to
public outcry led by CPRW. Several major battles have been won but the
war is not yet over.

The Welsh Government Policy on National Parks
The Society continues to work with the other Welsh Park Societies and other
organisations in the Alliance for National Parks Cymru in helping to
influence Welsh Government policy on National Parks. 

To summarise, the Marsden Review on the future of Welsh National Parks
and AONBs submitted its report in July 2015. The Alliance and ourselves
had given a great deal of input to this review and were very pleased with its
recommendations. The then Minister, after sitting on it for several months,
commissioned a review of its findings (the Future Landscapes Wales
(FLW)programme) which was launched and operated in a very
unsatisfactory manner. This led many to believe that this was designed to
come up with a new set of recommendations more acceptable to the Welsh
Government. 

This “review of the review” eventually concluded and its Report
published. The view of many organisations (including the Society) is that
the process followed was a good one on paper, but was implemented very
poorly and that although the report it has produced has many points worthy
of support the document itself is very badly written and open to multiple
interpretations. In addition it makes no mention of the Sandford Principle
which gives primacy to the conservation purpose of National Parks. This
has the potential to reduce the level of protection of our National Parks and
indeed if this principle were to be removed it is possible that our National
Parks would no longer be recognised as such internationally.

A full meeting of the Alliance (18 organisations in attendance) was held
on the 28th June and was chaired by our new Chairman Professor Terry
Marsden (principle author of the Marsden Report). There was great
unanimity of opinion on the FLW programme and as a result a letter
outlining our collective concerns has been sent to the Cabinet Secretary for
the Environment.

The fight for our National Parks continues.
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Our Projects

Dark Skies
Our Dark Skies initiative continues to flourish. 
However a major problem has been caused by the installation of
inappropriate LED streetlights in Cwm Du. As they are on a trunk road this
is the responsibility of the Welsh Government rather than Powys County
Council who have been helpful re their LED installations. As a result there
were many very unhappy campers at the Astrocamp that is held in Cwm Du
which led to a lot of negative publicity and caused the International Dark-
Sky Association (IDA) the awarding body for our IDSR status to be
concerned.

After some energetic discussion the matter is being resolved with the
government agreeing to dim all LEDs on trunk roads in the National Park to
the level acceptable to the IDA. Additionally, the Astrocamp people have
publicised that they are content with the arrangements and that they will be
continuing to hold their annual event in Cwm Du. We have informed other
Dark Sky areas in Wales of this issue which was probably caused by
ignorance rather than deliberate intent.
A silver lining of this matter is that the government  project for dualing the
Heads of the Valleys road, who had previously requested a copy of our
Lighting Management Plan for the National Park, have been in touch again
for more discussions on how to ensure their lighting is appropriate for the
IDSR.

The Gunpowder Works Programme
As reported in previous Beacons, this is an initiative to stabilise and
conserve the nationally important industrial archaeology site of
Pontneddfechan gunpowder works, and additionally to improve the
surrounding natural heritage. The Society has taken ownership of an
element of the overall programme, namely the Gunpowder Works Bio-
Diversity project, whose aim is to assess the ecological status of the site and
formulate and implement plans for its improvement. 

The first (Development) phase of this project has gone well with an
ecological baseline established and plans for bio-diversity improvement in
place. 

I am very glad to say that the Park's application to the Heritage Lottery
Fund for continuing financial support of the overall programme has been
successful, bringing the total budget to over £1M.

The Delivery phase is just getting underway and will run through to
2018, and the Society is collaborating with the University of South Wales on
how their bio-diversity expertise could contribute to the project.
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The Brecon Beacons Trust
In 2009 the Society helped set up the Brecon Beacons Trust to manage the
£1M from the National Grid in compensation for the gas pipeline through
the National Park. We have been trustees since then and helped distribute
financial support to many projects that have brought considerable benefit to
the Park, its residents, and visitors.
The money has now been spent and the Trust has closed down. Many
thanks to the Society members who have acted as our representatives on the
Trust.

A Celebration
This year is the 25th Anniversary of the Brecon Beacons Park Society and
plans are coming together on how we could celebrate this milestone for our
Society. In particular there will be an Anniversary Dinner on the 16th Sept in
the Castle Hotel in Brecon and a selection of appropriate walks will be
organized for days around that date.

I am very happy to report that our Society has grown and been very
successful over the 25 years of our existence and we look well set up to
continue this success.

Jim Wilson
Chair, Brecon Beacons Park Society
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BBPS 25th Anniversary Celebratory Dinner 2017 

In September of this year, we will celebrate the 25th Anniversary
of the founding of our Society and the Executive Committee  intends
to mark this by (among other events) holding a Celebratory Dinner. 

This will be held at The Castle Hotel, Brecon, 
at 7.00 for 7.30pm. on Saturday,16th September. 

Our Guest After-Dinner Speaker will be 
Broadcaster and Journalist, Roy Noble, OBE, DL,O.St.J.

Ticket Price £35 per person for members and their guests.
Tickets will be available on a first-come/first-served basis.

Dress: Smart Casual. Menu options will be available in advance.

Please register your interest, as soon as possible, to Richard Chandler  
at: bbps.celebdinner@gmail.com



THE 25th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
And accompanying events, held at Cyfarthfa Park,

Merthyr Tydfil, Saturday 24 June 2017

Ceridwen Coulson

Forty-six Park Society members and one guest congregated for the 25th
AGM of the Brecon Beacons Park Society in Canolfan Cyfarthfa, Merthyr
Tydfil, an airy bright, modern room with excellent acoustics.

The business content of the AGM chaired by Jim Wilson included
discussion of the Annual Report, and the Treasurer's Report. Highlighted
topics included:

Thanking several members who have volunteered for positions to help
the Society. This includes Martin Buckle who has volunteered to serve as
Hon. Vice Chairman/Chair Apparent, Nic Groombridge as Publicity Officer
and Janet Callear as Events Secretary. 

The Society and colleagues in the Alliance have concerns regarding the
Future Landscapes Wales programme following the Marsden Review and
will carry on watching developments closely.

Jim is working with various organisations towards making Wales the
World's first “Dark Sky Nation”. 

The Guided Walks Programme continues and develops - this year the
Beacons Way will be walked as an eight-day walk on consecutive days, and
several Park Society members have taken part in two four-day walks along
the mid-Wales stretches of the Cambrian Way.

Information is being sought regarding Permitted Routes in the Park.
Phase 2 of the Gunpowder Works Project near Pontneddfechan is

underway, to implement the bio-diversity plans for the site.
This year is the 25th Anniversary of the Brecon Beacons Park Society. A

celebratory Evening Dinner is planned for Saturday 16 September at The
Castle Hotel, Brecon, with some walks and events in the following week.

The Officers and other members of the Executive Committee were elected.
Hon Secretary and Minutes Secretary posts remain vacant, volunteers are
needed as a matter of some urgency.

David Thomas presented a summary of the replies to the on-line survey
of Society members' views. The survey was emailed to 525 members.  A
rather disappointing response rate at 27.6%, but the majority of responders
thought the activities of the Society are in line with its objectives, The Walks
and Events Programme is much appreciated. It was felt the Society could
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communicate more with the wider public, it is hoped this aspect will be
improved. There was support for employing a part-time administrator.

It was agreed that the usual method of communication with members to
receive Guided Walks and Events Programmes and AGM material would be
email, but members would be given the option to receive paper copies for
an extra fee.

Under any other business, one of the subjects discussed was Trustees'
liability and charitable status - this will be looked at by the new Executive.

Fiona McBain gave a vote of thanks for the work of the Committee and
the Society.

The draft minutes of the AGM are expected to be available on the Society
website by the autumn.

Following the Annual General Meeting, we walked down to Cyfarthfa
Castle to hear a fascinating talk from Ben Price, the extremely
knowledgeable Museum Education and Interpretation Officer for Cyfarthfa
Castle Museum and Art Gallery. He entertained us with stories of the
Crawshay family through the generations and their strong links to the
Ironworks and to the development of Merthyr Tydfil through the Industrial
Revolution. The Castle itself was built by William Crawshay II in 1825,
designed by Robert Lugar. It was, amazingly, built in a year, and Crawshay
families lived there until 1889.

Following a buffet lunch we divided into two groups.

One group walked with Rob Short through the Taff Fechan Nature
Reserve via Pont-sarn. The weather was kind and walkers enjoyed the
natural beauty with reminders of the iron industry.

A second group visited the Castle Museum and Art Gallery. William
Gibbs pointed out several paintings of particular appeal which brought the
exhibition to life for us. Ben also made some useful contributions so we had
many intriguing snippets of information from the experts. We saw pictures
by Penry Williams, “the Welsh Turner”, born in Merthyr, who later lived and
worked in Rome, also by Cedric Morris, to name but two. There are a
number of paintings bought by the Contemporary Art Society for Wales,
starting from 1937.  We then explored the Museum further in our own time,
looking at many widely varied exhibits of interest.

Afternoon tea and excellent cream cakes rounded off a very pleasant,
stimulating day with, as usual, lots of opportunity to meet people in the
Executive Committee and other Society members.
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VOLUNTEERING

Soo Turnbull

Every three months, regular as clockwork, it’s time to stuff (envelopes). Did
you think it happens by magic? I wish.

First of all, Anthea and Wally sort out the programme, on the walks
website (not a trivial task, just ask Wally!) and then, when all is ready, extract
and reformat it all to send it to the printer.

Twice a year it’s time for The Beacon to be produced – we have Chris
Barber to thank for that, and he organizes its printing and collects it when
ready. We arrange a meeting for Chris to hand ove copies of The Beacon to
the stuffing team.

Ben sorts out the address labels, prints them and sends them to us.
I go and buy the stamps. One of stuffing team picks up the programmes
from the printer.

We all aim to get this done by the first week in the month before the start
if the new programme, so that we can stuff and post them to you in good
time for you to see all the wonderful walks and events in store for you.

The stuffing itself usually involves three volunteers – myself, Ruth and
Anthea with occasional help from others when one of us is unavailable.
Three is good because, in order to prevent RSI and boredom, we can rotate
the mindless and repetitive tasks (put the programme/Beacon in the
envelope, stick on stamp, stick on the label, seal the envelope, do it again
and again). We can also gossip about all the people whose names we
recognise, and that keeps us awake.

When we are sending out programmes only, the number of envelopes to
be sent is usually between 450 and 500. Thank you all of you who do not
have a printed copy! Please could everyone else with an email address
consider signing up for this? It would save us quite a bit of work, and the
Society a fair amount of money for programme-only mailings.

The majority of envelopes go to members, but a few go to various
counsellors and to the smaller outlying Tourist Information Centres.
When we are sending out Beacons as well, the total envelopes to be stuffed
goes up to well over 600.

Before the actual stuffing we check various things that have given us
trouble in the past – such as pages missing or in the wrong order in the
programme, or the Beacon printed on a slightly heavier paper so increasing
the postage required to more than double the usual 2nd class (I assume you
all noticed the colourful array of stamps on the last lot? I do apologise to
those lucky few who had 12 stamps on the envelope, due to me using up a
few 1p stamps left over from a similar situation a few years ago).
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Once all stuffing is finished, we do sanity checks – such as reconciling
the numbers of labels with the number of stamps with the number of
envelopes ready to be posted. This can take a lot longer than you’d think
and may take more than one recount (remember, we’re brain dead by this
time, no matter how much coffee and biscuits have been consumed). The
whole process takes anything from something like three hours on a good
day, up to most of a day on a bad one.

We also count out a large number of programmes to go the larger Tourist
Info Centres around the Park. For example Brecon, CRIC and Abergavenny
get through over a hundred each, and often request more in the Summer. A
big thank you is due here to those Wednesday Wanderers who have
volunteered to deliver programs to various TICs, saving us a lot of time and
petrol, very much appreciated.

Anyone whose lifetime wish is to stuff hundreds of envelopes four times
a year, do let me know.

AWARDS CEREMONY FOR NATIONAL PARK VOLUNTEERS
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National Park Heritage Day

On Sunday 15th October the Brecon Beacons National Park
Authority will be holding its next Heritage Day at the Brecon
Theatre. The theme of the day will be “Bringing our Heritage to
Life”. Expert speakers will share behind the scenes information
about the projects on which they are working. Details of the
programme for the day will appear in due course.

Roaming through the Park with a Camera

Founder member of the Society Chris Barber
MBE will be giving a richly illustrated talk on
Wednesday 13th September 2017 at 7.30pm in
the Bear Hotel to mark the 25th anniversary of
the Brecon Beacons Park Society.  His lecture
will include Anecdotes, History, Legends,
Landscape and beautiful photography. 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY



KILLING OUR WILDLIFE

Anne Marie Barber

Please excuse me for a slight diversion from the Beacons; or is it a diversion?
Let’s just look for a moment at the bigger picture.

Researchers at Cardiff University are as I write this article doing studies
using dead otters found on our river banks in Wales to analyse the contents
of their stomachs, as there is growing evidence that they are now eating
plastic, because the fish themselves in Welsh rivers are  filling up  with
degraded plastic.

What do we know about our plastic bottles of water?  We all carry these
on our walks around the country, including the Beacons.  I know that many
of you are already “converted”, but we must all now stop using bottle after
bottle without reusing our original plastic bottle.  We must stop  buying and
buying the bottles.  All my life I’ve reused the same bottles over and over
again.

Today I’ve read a Greenpeace report about plastic bottles entering our
oceans and seas.  The bottles take centuries to degrade, and during this
period the pieces of plastic are eaten by seabirds and fish as well as
mammals such as the basking sharks, and of course our sea turtles which eat
plastic bags thinking that they are eating jellyfish..

A few weeks ago I saw a documentary film of albatrosses which were
found dead on a remote Hawaiian island in the middle of the Pacific Ocean.
They  were dead on the beach.  They died of starvation because their
stomachs were full of small pieces of plastic.  The contents of their stomachs
were laid out on the beach and consisted of plastic disposable cigarette
lighters, bottle tops, etc; etc;.  I have also seen with my own eyes plastic from
across the ocean on a beach in Hawaii even as long ago as 2002.

Birds, fish and mammals do not know they are eating plastic; they are
innocent victims of our carelessness.

I suggest to you all that you boycott things like Coca Cola, Pepsi Cola
and others who produce billions of plastic bottles every year.  We can  also
talk to our friends and relatives, including children and grandchildren who
will still be here long after we are gone.

None of us have any excuse whatsoever to use these plastic bottles, nor
other forms of plastic such as excessive food wrappings, carrier bags, etc; ad
infinitum, and in so doing destroying life in our oceans and seas.

We live here, but what we do every day determines the fate of our
wildlife to the ends of the earth.
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The volunteers of the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority were
celebrated on Friday 7 April at a special awards ceremony. Held at the
Authority Head Office in Brecon, the event was attended by National Park
Authority members, volunteers, staff and many people from the Nepalese
Gurkha community of Brecon.

Volunteers received two sets of  Awards, the Huw Price Award and the
UK National Parks’ Volunteer Awards:

The Huw Price Award recognises achievements of volunteers within the
park. The award was set up by the Authority in honour of Huw Price, a
National Park Volunteer Co-ordinator who tragically died. Huw’s widow
Louise Price and their young son Henry Price, attended the ceremony to
present these awards – one to individual volunteer Joe Minihane and the
second to Guptaman Gurung on behalf of the Nepalese Community
Footpath Group.

The success at local level in gaining the Huw Price Awards was reflected
at National level with the same Brecon Beacons’ volunteers winning two of
the three available National Parks UK awards. Kathryn Cook, UK Director
of National Parks UK was in attendance alongside Mel Doel, National Park
Authority Chair to officially congratulate and present certificates to the
winners of these awards. The first going once again to Joe Minhane for his
outstanding contribution to volunteering at the National Park Visitor
Centre. The other to the Nepalese Community Footpath group, many of
whom attended the ceremony, for the outstanding work they have done on
footpaths around Brecon. 

Awards were presented to Guptaman Gurung and Joe Minihane
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Group leader Guptaman Gurung was involved in a mentoring project
with the National Park Authority, it was from this contact that the footpath
project originated. The Gurkha Path as it is now known is very popular with
local families and dog walkers.

Further congratulations went to Chris Evans, Volunteer Leader with the
Authority’s Upland Volunteers group. Chris is the first volunteer in the park
to achieve a John Muir Conserver Award. This is a national scheme which
recognizes an outstanding contribution to conservation. His project for John
Muir included carrying out survey work on footpath use.

Mel Doel, Chairman of the National Park Authority commented:

“Volunteers are the unsung heros of the National Park. We currently have
195 volunteers in the park and last year alone they contributed 13,000 hours
or 345 weeks’ worth of their own time to helping look after this special
landscape. We are immensely proud of our volunteer scheme and the staff
who help run it. Their time, effort and enthusiasm makes a huge difference
to ensuring the future of our National Park.”

Photos: ©breconbeaconsnationalpark

The Nepalese Community Footpath Group, with 
Mel Doel, Louise Price, Henry Price and Kathryn Cook
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MODERN TECHNIQUES INVOLVED
IN FOOTPATH MAINTENANCE

Ian Rowat

Upland footpath techniques have changed since I was directly involved
with footpaths. Working on the Offas Dyke Path in the early 80's a tape
measure and pencil and paper were my tools for assessing footpath erosion.
As a Welsh Government appointed Member of the Brecon Beacons National
Park Authority I have the opportunity to see first-hand the work carried out
by the staff and also being a walk leader with the Park Society I can visit
these places in the National Park as part of the excellent guided walks
programme. Here in the Brecon Beacons National Park, staff have been
carrying out work that is only made possible with today's technology

Path survey
A total of 433,180 metres of path were surveyed in 2014.  The data was
recorded to an app on a smart phone by two surveyors walking the path line
and this data was transferred later to a database and a software mapping
programme - known as GIS - in the office. The survey methodology was
based on a similar survey method developed by Scottish Natural Heritage
and partners and is now used as a standard for upland path surveys in
Scotland. 

Waun Fach air lifting - Richard Ball - Brecon Beacons National Park Authority 
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Each path was divided into sections in the field, each section along a
path being more or less homogenous in nature. When the character of the
path changed a new section was recorded. The start and end points of each
section were identified by a 10 figure grid reference generated by global
positioning system (GPS) incorporated in the app.  A range of site conditions
were measured, such as path width, gradient, roughness and so on. Even
with the technological gismos the surveyor I had to make judgements in the
field about certain aspects of path condition. The path surveyor drew on
previous experience to decide whether a path section was deteriorating,
stable or recovering. 

Back in the office the various path elements were assigned a 'weighting'
depending on their perceived significance in terms of path condition,
erosion and development. The scores for all attributes for each path section
were added together to provide an overall priority to undertake works for
that section in terms of physical path condition.

Path surface
The most significant surface material to deal with in the context of mountain
paths is exposed peat due to its low tolerance to trampling. This makes it
especially unsuitable as a path surface on anything other than very lightly
used paths. In addition to this, there are no low cost solutions to managing
paths on peat at present. 18 % of the path length surveyed had peat surfaces
and a further 7% comprised a mixture of material where peat was a
significant part. In other places it has been observed that where peat is
relatively well drained and  some root systems are still present, or where
gravels have washed onto the exposed peat surface and trampling is not too
heavy, then peat appears to hold up reasonably well to light trampling.
Poorly drained peat however, such as that found on the Waun Fach path,
will not support trampling without showing extremes of erosion. 85 % of
path length that occurred on deep peat was considered to be a priority.
Other large scale projects have been completed or are underway at Waun
Rydd and the Neuadd path in the central Beacons.

In the past two years the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority has
spent just under £500 000 on path repairs across the National Park.  A large
part of this spend has been on the path between Pen y Gadair Fawr  - Waun
Fach - Pen Trumau. The Brecon Beacons National Park Authority has
targeted this area because of the multiple benefits created by the work.
Visitors are  enjoying the route more and the habitat is being protected, plus
there are huge conservation benefits in terms of peat and carbon. This
relatively new recognition that peat captures  carbon and thus holds back
carbon from being released into the atmosphere helps to reduce this
greenhouse gas and therefore has positive benefits in terms of climate
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change. The National Park Authority undertook consultation prior to the
works and was supported by the Local Access Forum. The Welsh
Government has provided significant grant funding for these works over
the past 2 years and the British Mountaineering Council also raised money
(£12 000) through its 'mend our Mountains' campaign.

The Upland path volunteers continue to undertake sterling work
maintaining paths following large scale investments and their work has
been supplemented by work parties from the Brecon Beacon Park Society
and others.

In the next couple of years we plan to continue works where blanket
bogs are being damaged especially in the Rhos Dirion area.

Unfortunately off road motorcyclists continue to cause damage and
members of the public are encouraged to report perpetrators and incidents
to the police or Brecon Beacons National Park Authority via the reporting
page on its website. 

The images with this article say more than words can, however I am grateful
to Richard Ball - Brecon Beacons National Park Authority for his help in
providing material for this journal.
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WEDNESDAY WANDER  IN THE ELAN VALLEY
Fiona Mcbain

On Tuesday 21st March 2017, 28 BBPS Members and 5 dogs descended on
Rhayader for a two night mini walking holiday. The weather was looking
changeable, but dark skies were looming fast.

After a brief "HELLO " with the group, and a quick boot change, we
were off. Anthea and Wally kindly led us on a lovely walk along part of the
river Wye, before ascending a few slopes and finally dropping down to
Gigrin Farm to watch the feeding of the Red Kites. This indeed was a
spectacular sight.

With the weather closing in, we proceeded to our hotel, The Elan Valley,
and nearby B+B's. Snow was coming down thick and fast - thoughts were "
Are we going to be snowed in".

However the following morning dawned bright, with snow lying only
on the high tops. After a hearty breakfast, members began their 9 mile walk
around Caban Coch and Dolymynach Reservoirs. The light was good, the
dams were in full flow and the snow capped tops made it a very magical
sight.

On returning to our hotel, refreshments were had, we ate scrumptious
cakes which had been beautifully baked and brought by Margaret (Noakes)
and Julia (Phillips), after all, it was a couple of hours until dinner, and this
filled the gap on hungry tummies.

Photograph of the group by Paul Dubbler
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Thursday arrived, and after breakfast and checking out of the hotel we
met for a final walk which was spilt in two halves, and once again, led by
Anthea and Wally. We followed another part of the river Wye, walked in
Gilfach Nature Reserve, visited a Welsh Longhouse and walked on the
disused railway line.

Unfortunately it was now time to say Goodbye- our mini walking
holiday was over. My personal thanks to all that came to the Elan Valley, it
really was a great time. Here's to our next trip and Happy Walking to you
all.

OUR LIFE ON THE CAMBRIAN WAY

Andrew Leonard

During the past two summers, BBPS members have trekked the southern
and middle sections of Tony Drake's Cambrian Way.  Twenty-one days of
walking took us to 'much of the highest, wildest and most scenically
beautiful parts of Wales'.

The doggerel that follows aims to provide a taste of what we
experienced:

Walking the Cambrian Way
from Cardiff to Barmouth,

Eleven plus miles a day -
some were long, tiring and tough.

Ups and downs and up again
fifty-two thousand feet;

'No gain without some pain',
we considered completion a feat.

We crossed a mix of terrain
from the sound to the definitely not;
Some tracks but not in the main,

bits of road but never a lot.

Rocks and tussocky molinia,
deep streams and impassable ford;
Well led, nobody fell in there -

we were taxed but never bored.
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The sun, wind, cold or rain
made no two days the same;
Forecasts we did obtain

seldom heralded what actually came.

Nobody seemed to mind
for we were a supportive band;

No walker ever whined -
there was always a helping hand.

Together we trekked along
Tony's magnificent Way;

In thanks: this doggerel song -
Our life on the Cambrian Way.

Other members' comments included:

“Linking up the landscape and discovering new paths, all in excellent
company.”

“The Way has taken me to places I never knew existed.  I hope to
return and introduce others to what I found so special.”

“The Cambrian Mountain days were difficult …  thanks to the leaders
who enabled me to sample this wilderness.”

“... the group were excellent company and generally kept in good
spirits – a credit to the Society.”

“Thank you to everyone involved in the organisation and leading of
the Cambrian Way.  I am so grateful that you enabled me to walk from
Cardiff to Barmouth.

There are no BBPS plans (yet) to complete the crossing of Snowdonia
from Barmouth to Conway but several Society members have stated their
desire to walk the northern section and to complete the 'Mountain
Connoisseur’s Walk'  Arguably, this is Britain's most interesting long-
distance hill-walking route.
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MEMORIES OF THE FIRST TEN YEARS

Robert King, a founder member and former Treasurer, Beacon Editor and Vice
Chairman of the Society, looks back on our first ten years:

As someone who has been around since before the Society was formed,
perhaps I can give a brief unofficial history of the first ten years of the Park
Society. I must stress that this history is not authorised
and any views expressed are not necessarily those of the
Society, but only mine. 

The Brecon Beacons National Park, in the early
1990s, was the only National Park which did not have a
'Friends' organisation. Other Parks had such bodies,
some of which had been in existence for many years
before the National Parks themselves were created after
the Second World War. 

Brian Powdrill was the catalyst in forming the
Society. As a Gwent County Councillor, he had been
appointed to the Park Authority, and, over a period of
time, he had been approached to set up a 'Friends'
organisation. 

In the early part of 1992, he contacted a number of
local people to consider forming such an organisation.
An informal committee was set up, and they visited and
talked to the Friends of Pembrokeshire National Park,
the Countryside Council for Wales, the Council for
National Parks, the Brecon Beacons National Park
Authority, and many other bodies and people. 

Many hours were spent in deciding the organisation's name, aims and
objects, logo, and numerous other matters, because it was felt necessary to
present, at any launch, the bones of an organisation, which could be
amended or changed as necessary when the organisation had been set up.
John Evans, a local solicitor, wrote our first draft constitution. The
Countryside Council for Wales agreed to fund half the setting up and launch
costs as well as half of the running costs for the first two years. 

Brian Powdrill
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We designed a membership leaflet, which was printed in black and
white at the informal committee's expense, prior to the launch. This leaflet
was the basis of the a subsequent coloured leaflet, which was produced for
us by South Wales Electricity with pictures provided by Chris Barber.
Thousands of the leaflets have been given out over the years. 

The launch 
The Society was finally launched at the Council
Chamber in Brecon on Sunday 13th September
1992. It was a packed, standing-room only
meeting, chaired by Anthony Carthew, a TV
presenter who lives in the park. Chris Bonington
CBE introduced the society to the general public
and gave one of his mountaineering
presentations. Brian Powdrill and Keith Mascetti
followed him. As I remember it, the launch
resulted in the Society achieving an initial
membership of between 70 and 80. Keith and
Dianne Millican were among those first members. 

The acting officers following the launch meeting were Brian Powdrill
(Chairman), John Revans (Vice Chairman), Sandra Belcham (Secretary), and
Robert King (Treasurer/ Membership Secretary). They were joined by Ken
Milnes, Carolyn Flynn, Elaine Christopher, Anne Watkins, Bob Allen and
Richard Griffiths to form the steering committee. At the first AGM on 22nd
April 1993, the acting officers were elected and the steering committee was
elected as the executive committee, with the addition of Keith Mascetti and
Geoffrey Williams and with Richard Griffiths not standing. 

A programme was arranged, but, with such a small membership,
attendances at events were often poor. Talks given by Chris Barber at the
Bear Hotel were one of our successes. 

The need for display materials led the committee to having a set of
display boards made. Sponsorship of £500 from Welsh Water helped us in
this. The boards were made of oak, but were very heavy and difficult to put
to together. These excellent boards in the end outlived their usefulness, and
they were given to the Park Authority where they can be seen to this day. 
An early success was a raffle run in the Society's name in support of the
Waterfalls Project with great help from Alan Ward, a Park Warden. The raffle
was drawn at a 'black tie' dinner which was well supported, at Peterstone
Court Hotel. The raffle raised £3,681, which was doubled by grant monies
and was used to finance work in the Waterfalls Area. 

Chris Bonington CBE
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Keeping in touch 
Very early on, we realised the major importance of keeping in touch with
and informing our membership. A foolscap bulletin was produced from
which grew into 'The Beacon'. I found myself being appointed the first
editor, having been thrown in at the deep end. Any success I had was due
firstly to Chris Barber who produced the design and layout, and secondly to
those who readily answered my requests for articles and other help. 

An independent Society 
The Society has always been proud of its independence but has supported
and worked with other organisations when in agreement with them. The
Park Authority is a case in point. We have always been prepared to oppose
them should we disagree with one of their proposals, but we are generally
supportive and have had good relations with the committees and officers,
hopefully to the benefit of both sides. Interestingly, the Secretary of State
appointed our first Secretary, Sandra Belcham, to the Park Authority and
our first Chairman, Brian Powdrill, became Chairman of the Park Authority. 

In the ten years since the Society was founded, the figures three and four
occur quite often. We have had three chairmen, four vice chairmen, three
secretaries, three editors and four treasurers. Thanks must be expressed to
all of them and the committee over the years. It would be remiss not to
mention some of them; my apologies to those I fail to mention. 

Ian Smith, an architect by profession, gave loyal service as Vice
Chairman and held a watching brief over the planning applications
submitted to the Park Authority. Ian was of great assistance to the executive
committee on planning matters. John Revans was around from the launch
planning stage and became our first Vice Chairman, later serving on the
committee for a number of years. Keith Mascetti, who sadly died earlier this
year, was a man of many interests. A former Vice Chairman of the Council
for National Parks, he was involved from the beginning, giving the
committee much valued advice and guidance. 

The draft constitution, which was mentioned earlier, was approved at
the first AGM. A number of changes were then made, at the request of the
Charity Commissioners, so that we could be granted charity status. The
achievement of charity status is a long and tortuous tale. A number of
persons played a greater or lesser part in this, and, in the end, thanks
particularly to Keith Millican, the status was achieved.

The officers and committee have from time to time faced difficulties in
working to fulfil the Society's aims and objects, being limited by the funds,
or lack of them, which the Society has had in its coffers. The present day
financial situation is much improved, but we often cast envious eyes at other
friends' societies with their membership in the thousands and cash holdings  
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of tens of thousands of pounds. 

Further development 
In 1996, Brian Powdrill stood down as Chairman of the Society and was
succeeded by Keith Millican. For the next five years, Keith and his wife
Dianne, first as Secretary and then Secretary, Treasurer and Membership
Secretary, were the leaders of the Society in difficult financial and
membership times. Despite falling membership and little or no funds, the
Society survived. A visit to the Millicans' farm, with the ponies, sheep,
snakes, spiders, and other creatures, was always an event to be treasured.
They ran both dinners and social events at Christmas, which were excellent,
but were sadly not very well supported. I always felt that those members
who did not attend missed some memorable occasions. 

Keith had strong views, which he was not afraid to express. A
conversation in person or on the telephone was always lengthy and would
cover a wide range of subjects, most of which were relevant but on occasion
were not, but were interesting nevertheless! 

In 1997/1998, Priscilla Llewelyn took over the editorship of The Beacon
and, with continued help from Chris Barber, maintained the good standard,
which the magazine had set from its beginnings. The Beacon has played, and
hopefully always will play, a very important role. 

In the winter of 1999, the National Park Authority
made a decision not to run a winter walks
programme. The Society, thanks to John Sansom and
his walks leaders, set up a replacement programme.
The resultant walks programme was highly
successful, and led to on-going summer and winter
programmes, which resulted in improved
membership and finances. 

In 2000, Keith and Dianne Millican decided to have
a second retirement and moved to the Lake District.
This resulted in a complete change of officers, on an
acting basis until they were duly elected at the AGM
in 2001. 

The Society was very fortunate in having as
Chairman Haydn Williams, a retired conservationist.
The other officers are John Sansom, Roger White and
Peter Roberts. Elsewhere in this special anniversary
edition we will learn of their plans for the future. 

May I again mention The Beacon, which has a vital role in the Society's
communication with its members. Priscilla Llewelyn, after noble service,
has  handed the  editor's pen  on to Roger White.   At the same time, Chris 

John Sansom
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Barber, due to pressure from his many other publishing interests, has stood
down from producing the design and layout. Roger has brought a fresh eye
to the contents and design of The Beacon. May the magazine continue to
evolve, grow and prosper. Hopefully he will not blue pencil too much of my
memories! (not too much! - Ed.). 

The new leadership has bedded down quickly and, with new faces on
the committee, the Society is in good shape. Unfortunately, last year, 2001,
will be remembered for foot and mouth which badly affected the whole of
the Park in so many ways. The Society has done all it can to help and assist
with the resultant disaster. We have pressed unsuccessfully for a full Public
Enquiry. 

Here's wishing The Brecon Beacons Park Society every success in the future. 

PRESS RELEASE SEPTEMBER 2002 

The Brecon Beacons Park Society celebrated its Tenth Anniversary at
the Mountain Centre, Libanus, on Saturday 14th September 2002. 
Forty two members completed a fourteen mile celebratory circuit
over Pen y Fan, and another twenty members and guests took a
shorter walk over Mynydd Illtyd. Both walking groups and the non-
walkers met back at the Mountain Centre for a buffet meal with
musical entertainment by Nigel Phillips. 

Haydn Williams, Chairman of the Society, welcomed guests from
the Snowdonia and Pembrokeshire Park Societies as well as the
Chairman and Deputy Chief Executive of the Brecon Beacons
National Park Authority. Looking forward he said: “I should like to
involve more members in the Society's activities and to continue
developing close links with the Park Authority and its Officers
without losing independence of action”. 

Chris Barber, well known author and founder member, described
the launch of the Park Society ten years ago and the further
development in 1999 when he noted that “the ever enthusiastic John
Sansom took over the guided walks programme which has attracted
many new members”. 

Councillor Meirion Thomas, Chairman of the National Park
Authority, thanked the Society for its work and said that “I look
forward to working more closely with the Society and collaborating
on selected projects”. 
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THE MAN WHO FOLLOWED THE WATER

Robert Short

Bill Gascoine sadly passed away in 2012, and an inscription on a rock
commemorating his life has been erected near the route of  Bailey's Tram
road on Llangattwg escarpment. He was a member and long standing
chairman of the Brynmawr Caving Club. Through his work assisted by club
members he carried out many experiments over the years that contributed
massively to the knowledge and understanding of the many cave systems
and limestone massifs of the South Wales region. The Llangatwg area was
where he was particularly active, for he spent many hours of his leisure time
digging out blocked passages and rock choke's, He became an expert in the
use of dyes and other mediums to trace underground water courses to their
resurgence and became a convert to dowsing using Rods

Brynmawr Caving Club has been involved in many of the caving
discoveries in South Wales from the 1970's to the present day.  Included in
their explorations are the major cave systems of Ogof Agen Allwedd, Ogof
and Y Darren Cilau, situated on Mynydd Llangatwg, Ogof Draenen located
under Gilwern Hill and the Blorenge is the second largest cave system in
Britain. The Club has a varied events programme, and members on
occasions travel to other areas in the UK. It has an excellent Website with
loads of interesting information. It's easy for one to forget whilst walking in
the limestone countryside of the Brecon Beacons National Park the
complexity and beauty that lies beneath our feet. The members of the caving
clubs are dedicated to the preservation and exploration of this fascinating
underground world.

Memorial to Bill Gascoine - photograph by Rob Short
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NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY RE-ELECTS
MEL DOEL AS CHAIRMAN

The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Brecon Beacons National Park
Authority took place on Monday 19th June 2017 at the Authority Head
Offices in Brecon. Mrs Melanie Doel was unanimously voted in as the
Chairman of the Authority as was Cllr Glynog Davies as Deputy Chairman,
both for their third consecutive year. Together they collectively welcomed
ten new members and those members returning back to the Authority.

Newly elected Chairman of the Brecon Beacons National Park
Authority, Mrs Melanie Doel addressed members and said:

“Thank you to everyone for your support today and over the past two
years. It has been a challenging year with many changes but also
some great outcomes. I am proud that this authority has turned those
challenges into opportunities. The National Park Visitor Centre at
Libanus is going from strength to strength with a new thriving
catering business. It is also providing an exciting platform for local
craftsmen to promote and sell their goods . The Authority is
continuing its commitment to the very successful grant giving
Sustainable Development Fund, and for every pound we invest on
average it draws an extra 8 pounds into the community. New terms
are being put in place to ensure footpaths continue to be kept open
and our planning performance and good reputation continues to
grow. The recent changes to staffing have proved challenging but
despite that staff have remained positive with a new relevant and
robust structure now in place. I am proud to resume my post as
Chairman of the Authority and will do all I can to support this
Authority and all those people who live and work in the Brecon
Beacons National Park.”
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COUNTRYSIDE AND ACCESS TEAM
ACHIEVEMENTS 2016-17

Ian Rowat

2016 - 17 has been a busy year for the Countryside and Access Team and the
following projects provides a summary of some of the work that we have
been involved in during the year: These are challenging times for public
rights of way teams as budgets are cut but the team at the Brecon Beacons
National Park have managed to creatively obtain funds from a variety of
sources to enable them to carry out work on the upland paths enjoyed by so
many of you.

Neuadd Path
Provided a sustainable path across wet
heath and eroding steep ground in the
central Beacons. This path is very popular
with walkers and forms part of a circuit
which includes Pen y Fan This project
involved liaising with Welsh Government,
the land owner, British Mountaineering
Council and NRW regarding funding and
consents. Practical works included delivery
of stone to airlift site in NRW estate,
bagging of materials and airlifting over 750
tonnes of stone products to the path. Over
1100 metres of sustainable path has been
created with the aim of minimising further
erosion. The path includes 460 metres of
stone pitching.
Funded by: Welsh Government,
Honourable Artillery Company (land
Owner), British Mountaineering Council.

Waun Rydd
Provided a sustainable path across peat bog at Waun Rydd in the central
Beacons. This project involved liaising with Welsh Government, the land
owner and NRW regarding funding and consents. Practical works included
delivery of stone to airlift site in NRW estate, bagging of materials and
airlifting over 500 tonnes of stone products to the path. Over 800 metres of

Stone pitching on Neuadd Path
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sustainable path has been created with the aim of minimising further
erosion of the peat bog. 
Funded by: Welsh Government

Pen Trumau
Provided a sustainable path across a peat bog at Pen Trumau in the Black
Mountains. This project involved liaising with Welsh Government, the land
owner and NRW regarding funding and consents. Practical works included
delivery of stone to airlift site in NRW estate, bagging of materials and
airlifting over 550 tonnes of stone products to the path. Over 900 metres of
sustainable path has been created with the aim of minimising further
erosion of the peat bog.
Funded by: Welsh Government

Rhiw Cwnstab
Provision of a sustainable path across wet heath and repairs to the Rhiw
Cwnstab path which has been damaged by off road motor cyclists in the
Black Mountains. This path is very popular with walkers and forms part of
a circuit which includes Waun Fach. This project involved liaising with
Welsh Government, the land owner, and NRW regarding funding and
consents. Practical works included delivery of stone to airlift site, bagging of
materials and airlifting over 250 tonnes of stone products to the path. Over
250 metres of sustainable path has been created with the aim of minimising
further erosion and a further 1100 metres of path has been repaired.
Funded by: Welsh Government.

Cwm Bwchel
Reconstruction of the Cwm Bwchel path in the Black Mountains. This
project involved liaising with the land owner, and NRW regarding funding
and consents. Practical works included delivery of stone to the path across
5 km of hill paths using all terrain vehicles. Over 400 metres of sustainable
path has been reconstructed with the aim of minimising further erosion.
Funded by: Welsh Government (ROWIP project).

Offa's Dyke Path
Provision of 480 metres of new path across wet heath, repairs and
maintenance over 3 km of the National Trail on the Hatterrall ridge. This
project included airlifting of 200 tonnes of stone to the path.
Funded by: NRW (National Trail grant), Natural England (National Trail
grant via Herefordshire Council),  BBNPA.
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Beacons Way, Carmarthen Fans
Resurfacing of 750 metres of the Beacons Way in the Carmarthen Fans.
Practical works included delivery of stone to airlift site, bagging of materials
and airlifting over 75 tonnes of stone products to the path. Over 750 metres
of path was repaired by hand.
Funded by: Welsh Government (ROWIP project).

Severn Way
The Severn Way is outside the National Park but BBNPA was asked to
provide advice to Powys CC countryside service regarding upland path
repairs at the Source of the Severn. PCC subsequently asked BBNPA to
undertake the works which were recommended and these are likely to take
place in 2017 - 18 following registration with CHAS.

Waun Fach Bog restoration
The team continued to support the Black Mountains Landscape Partnership.
Practical works included blocking 2 km of drainage grips at Grwyne Fawr,
cutting 1 Ha of molinia dominated bog/heath near Grwyne Fawr, airlifting
300 bags of molinia and heather brash to Waun Fach, laying jute and
spreading heather and molinia brash on the Waun Fach plateau, creating
timber and jute and wool dams.
Funded by: NRW, Welsh Govt, BBNPA, Vols  

Working on the lower part of the Neuadd Path in the Brecon Beacons
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IN SEARCH OF THE CAPEL-Y-FFIN REREDOS

Chris Barber

The Abbey  Church, founded by Father Ignatius, was never completed  but
only the Choir was built, and it was styled after the old Augustinian choir at
Llanthony. Much of its interior was taken up by the altar and stalls, with
misericord seats and canopies and an organ on which Ignatius enjoyed
playing.

One day, standing outside the ruined church and looking through a
doorway into the interior, I tried to imagine the exotic and melodramatic
services that took place here. The windows blacked out to enhance the effect
of innumerable candles, the procession of monks amid clouds of incense,
while the organ accompanied the singing.

A few weeks later, while carrying out some research in Hereford Library,
I came across a description of the magnificent reredos which once stood
behind the altar in the church of Father Ignatius’ monastery at Capel-y-ffin:

‘This stone reredos of ornate Gothic design, broken up with crockets,
pinnacles and much carving, filled the greater part of the wall above
the high altar, raised on seven steps. Its central spire covering the
exposition throne, in which the famous ‘miraculous monstrance’ used
to be placed, faded into the stone vaulting. Above the brass and jewel-

Inside the ruined Abbey Church
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encrusted tabernacle was fixed a board covered with ruby plush,
bearing the word JESUS in gold embroidered letters. Six tall brass
candlesticks, many other smaller ones, and countless flower vases
stood on the gardines. There were plaster statues of St David and 
St Dunstan on either side of the high altar.’

It had been made in Munich by Messrs Meyers at a cost of £2,000 and
was assembled at the monastery in two stages. The altar and three gardines
were installed in 1872, and the tabernacle expositorium lantern and angels
about ten years later.

This reredos was obviously an amazing  construction and I decided to
try and find out if any part of this ecclesiastical wonder had survived.
Further research revealed to me that despite being left to the mercy of the
wind and rain for many years, it had been purchased by Alfred Field, a
friend of Father Ignatius and presented to St Julians Church which stands on
the corner of the junction between Heather Road and St Julians Avenue,  on
the east side of Newport in Gwent.

This comparatively modern church was erected in 1925 to replace a
corrugated iron structure, called St Julians in nearby Durham Road, which
had been in use since 1891. There had been a previous church which was
reputed to stand on the burial site of the martyr St Julius, near St Julians
Mansion, beside the River Usk. Demolished in the 1970s this noble building
had been the home of a branch of the Herbert family for about two hundred
years.

When the altar and reredos were transported from Capel-y-ffin to
Newport, several lorries had to be used, because the whole structure
weighed no less than 40 tonnes and consisted of hundreds of pieces which
all had to be numbered before the structure was taken down.

St Julian’s Church - Newport, Monmouthshire
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Before reassembly, the stonework had to be cleaned and the names of
those volunteers who carried out the work were written on a scroll which is
contained in one of the pinnacles.

The restored altar was consecrated by Timothy Rees,  the Lord Bishop of
Llandaff on September 23, 1932, the 6th anniversary of the consecration of
this Church and in memory of Ignatius,  a monk and founder of Llanthony
Abbey at Capel-y-ffin.

Behind the High Altar is a consecration stone which is reputed to have
come from the shrine of St Augustine at Canterbury and it is significantly
inscribed with the Canterbury Cross.

It is also of interest that the altar
stone in the Lady Chapel at St
Julians  was taken from Llanthony
Priory, and given to St Julians
Church by Senora Elfrida
Mangioni, granddaughter of the
poet  Walter Savage Landor, who
bought the Llanthony estate in
1807. It is one of the few pre-
Reformation stones, bearing the
five consecration crosses, which
have survived in this part of the
world.
Incorporated into the wall to the
right of the Lady Altar are two
pieces of stone. One came from
Solomon’s Well in Jerusalem and
the other originated from
Glastonbury Abbey.
Further research revealed to me
that the ‘miraculous monstrance’
mentioned above is now in use at
Prinknash Abbey for Exposition
and Benediction, while other bits

and pieces from the Capel-y-ffin monastery have ended up at Pluscarden
Priory in Scotland, a daughter house of the Prinknash Benedictines, which
was founded in 1948.

The reassembled Reredos
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